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Introduction to                        Composition &

Performance                           The Music Industry

and Ensemble Performance                            

Christmas Performance
‘Making a Music Product’
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‘What is Music?’
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‘Cops and Robbers’ ‘Jazz and Blues’

‘Our Voice’             ‘Popular Styles’           ‘Film Music’

‘Solo Performance’ and    
‘Making a Music Product’ 

‘The Music Industry’ and 
‘Solo Performance’ 

The Music Industry
& ‘Composition’

Internal Coursework completion –
Resit revision for Unit 1: The Music 

Industry

Insert a quotation 

Including the music from ‘Stomp’ and 
Tchaikovsky's ‘The Nutcracker’ as a 
listening and performance piece. 
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Developing keyboard 
skills – Right and left 
hand and performing 
with expression

Recognising the 
different types of 
keyboard 
instrument and 
what they are 
used for. Knowing 
the ways in which 
a keyboard 
operates and 
using this this to 
develop 
performance

Understanding of the historical facts of 
the Slave trade and how Blues developed 
into new genres – Learning how to write 
and sing in a Blues style. Play chordal 
part to a 12 Bar Blues

Including many Jazz and Blues 
artists and exploring the origins 
within ‘Slave’ songs. 

Historical content of each 
genres – performance of 
piece/Riff from the era

Our Learning Journey in MUSIC

9
YEAR

Exploring percussion and rhythm. 
Singing as part of an ensemble and 
developing confidence. Looking at 
the key musical elements 

Developing an understanding of how 
to read music and relate it to  the 
performance aspect

Developing knowledge of Grade 
1 Theory – Notation, rests, clefs 
and pitch.

Based on a cartoon story 
alongside a song – New York 
Jazz using Swing rhythms. 

Singing in two parts, learning a bass line 
and performance of improvised rhythm

Developing a set of 
programme notes to 
accompany  final 
performance

James Bond, Mission 
Impossible and Jaws themes

Analysing selected clips of film music – influence of 
music on the film and mood – musical elements

Composition of a ‘Leitmotif’ –
John Williams and his famous 
film compositions –
Instruments and orchestration

Producing own leitmotif to 
represent a Robot that wants 
to take over the world

Developing our voice and exploring the different ways 
we use it within different styles. In an ensemble, plan 
and rehearse for a live performance using stylistic 
features.

‘What Makes a 
Successful performer’ –
analysing famous 
artists.

Working and developing performance 
skills on a chosen instrument or voice  –
analysing recordings and keeping a 
rehearsal log.

Exploring and researching: How 
all of the role connect with one 
another    

Discussions – advantages and 
disadvantages of venues and their 
locations

Venues, Job Roles and Health and Safety 
considerations

Final opportunity for students to show their 
progression over the two years through a 
studio recording session/Development of 
rehearsal log completion

Developing a range of 
ideas within a variety 
of genres -6 starting 
ideas for a final and 
complete piece 

Working and developing on a chosen 
instrument – analysing recordings and 
keeping a rehearsal log. Progression 
shown through written documentation

Developing a range of 
ideas within a variety 
of genres 

Students research and know about 
the job roles, venues and Health and 
safety considerations within the 
Music Industry

Revisiting of revision 
notes for the Unit 1 
Exam – Resit if 
required

‘Solo Performance’ – Contrasts. Students 
choose two contrasting pieces to record in 
the studio (Style, tempo or instrument as a 
contrast)

Pachelbel's Canon –
Layers of music and 
the Baroque 
Period/Rearrangem
ent of the piece 
using sequencing 
methods

Knowledge of job roles and 
responsibilities to organise 
and prepare to put on a live 
show

Working within an 
ensemble role – Live 
performance for the local 
community –
Church/School concert

Rhythm patterns using 
percussion and clapping. 
Basic value notation

Composition 
and Listening
BBC 10 Pieces 
– ‘West Side 

Story’ 
Bernstein

Composition 
and Listening
BBC 10 Pieces 
– ‘Toccata and 

Fugue’ Bach

Composition 
and 

Listening
BBC 10 
Pieces –

‘Rhapsody 
in Blue’ 

Gershwin

Develop and 
progress on 
chosen 
instrument as 
part of an 
ensemble –
tuning, timing 
and Balance is 
key.

Solo 
Performance’ 
– Contrasts. 
Students 
choose two 
contrasting

Creative composition to a 
picture: Moods using timbre 
and dynamics

Reading 
and writing 
music 
notation –
treble and 
bass clefs

Statement of Intent
Students will be engaged in listening, performing and composing in a wide range of musical styles from different 

historical settings Music education is an enjoyable learning experience that engages and inspires learners to 
develop a love of music, increase their self-confidence, develop social skills, creativity and sense of achievement. 

Music is an integral part of life whether, in the workplace, at home or socially. It is our duty to enrich, through 
music making, listening and appreciation, the lives of young people in ways that support emotional development 

and growth.


